General Notes:

1. Refer to landscape drawings for extent and detail of hard
2. Refer to joinery elevations and details for sizing of all
3. All clearances and dimensions for PWD's and handrails to
4. Refer to door and window schedules for sizing of doors

Legend:
- tactile indicators
- handrail type 1
- handbasin
- sink
- ridge capping
- eaves gutter
- downpipe
- distribution board
- barge capping
- telecommunication cabinet
- two layers of face brickwork with 60mm
- 92mm studwork lined internally, 60mm
- 190mm concrete blockwork
- 92mm studwork with wall sheeting

TO SCALED. ALL DIMENSIONS TO BE VERIFIED ON SITE.

FOR VERIFICATION. USE FIGURED DIMENSIONS IN PREFERENCE
SHOULD WHEN NECESSARY REQUEST A HARD COPY VERSION

REPRODUCTION AND ANY ATTACHMENT ACCEPTED

RESERVES THE RIGHT TO UPDATE, AMEND OR MODIFY OR ACCURACY OF ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENT
FOR CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES OR TO MAKE OR MANDATE THEIR OWN JUDGEMENT ON THE CONSTRUCTION DETAILS.

TENDER USE ONLY